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REVITALIZES COLOR MASKS
without ammonia, oxygen and p-Phenylenediamine

Between a color and the other , revives the existing color, giving the hair the splendor of a
freshly made staining. On hair with blonde tonalizzate méches , copper , chocolate or red ,
COLOR NUANCE LIVENS UP MASK acts highlighting and reviving glare and shine of
hair. Its acid ph conditioning formula nourishes hair without weighing it down and make it
silky and soft sheen. Can also be used on natural hair for a new and more intense light. It
gradually diminishes until it disappears after the third washing. does not cover white hair.
shades: available in 5 variants designed to meet all your hair color shades.
• For BLOND HAIR: recommended on color-treated hair with BLOND shade , LIGHT ,
CHIARISSIMO BLOND BLOND and blond EXTRA CLEAR.
Result: brisk reflexes and Golden hues hot.
• For brown hair and DARK BLONDE colored hair: recommended with CHESTNUT hues ,
LIGHT BROWN , BROWN and DARK BLONDE.
Result: INTENSE HINTS of Chocolate and CHESTNUT SHADES.
• COPPER-COLOURED HAIR: recommended on colored hair LIGHT COPPER hue with ,
DARK , COPPER TIZIANO TITIAN DARK and light.
Result: INTENSE and pleasant SHADES of COPPERY COPPERPLATED.
• Red HAIR and mahogany: recommended on color-treated hair with LIGHT RED shades ,
DARK RED , mahogany and DARK MAHOGANY.
Result: INTENSE Red REFLECTIONS and shades.
• For HAIR with MÉCHES or with SUNSTROKE: recommended to turn YELLOWISH
COLORING or overly BROWNED on BLEACHED with sunstroke or coloured with SUPER
LIGHTENING COLORATIONS.
the color of the mask does not influence the result color onto your hair.
directions for use: apply as a mask after any color. the number of applications varies
depending on the length of the hair. average: 10/12 applications.
packaging: 250 ml tubes.
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